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Summary. In reality, group work, especially various meetings, exists as a feasible way for
people to communicate and collaborate to deal with problems. Various academic meetings and
conferences serve as an important part of social process toward scientific knowledge growth.
It is significant to understand more about the outcome of those meetings for maintaining the
scale of those dialogues and facilitating policy making. In this paper, some augmented analyt-
ical methods are applied to a famous scientific forum on frontiers of science and technology in
China, Xiangshan Science Conference, to expose some ignored information which is eagerly
required by conference organizers, policy makers and researchers. Those methods, such as
visualization of expert opinion structure, augmented information support by Web text-mining,
clustering of contributed ideas and various analysis about individual’s participation, etc. are
integrated into a group argumentation environment (GAE), which aims to support divergent
group thinking process for emergence of a ba for knowledge creation and provide a variety of
perspectives towards the concerned topics by those addressed conferencing mining techniques.

3.1 Introduction

Whatever efficiency or effectiveness of those meetings held in daily life, that kind of
group work exists as a feasible way for people to share ideas, interests, understand-
ings and achievements about some focused topics and to search and find solutions
toward a variety of problems. For scientific researchers, weekly seminars, academic
conferences, scientific forums, etc. are usual ways for collaboration, discussion and
exchange of experience and practice on the related issues or topics. By P. Thagard’s
view, scientific knowledge growth consists of the psychological processes of dis-
covery and acceptance, the physical processes involving instruments and experi-
ments, and the social processes of collaboration, communication, and consensus that
brought about transformations in knowledge [1]. Thus it is necessary for govern-
mental departments, research organizations, societies, etc. to maintain those group
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activities to facilitate sociological approaches to the study of science. Lots of ef-
forts had been invested. However, how to evaluate the outcome of those activities
regarding those visible or invisible efforts has not been comprehensively studied by
organizers in comparison to those direct outputs, such as budgets, publications, par-
ticipation, etc. after those group activities were completed.

In China, XiangShan Science Conference (XSSC) is the most famous platform
for scientific discussions and debates. Similar to Gordon Research Conferences in
USA, XSSC is fully supported by government since 1993 and serves as a scientific
forum which consists of a series of small-scale academic workshops where a group
of scientists working at the frontier of a particular area meet to discuss in depth all
aspects of the most advanced topics in the relevant fields and then new plans for
research may be incubated. With its excellent academic contents, broad scientific
visions and featured operating mechanism, XSSC has gained renowned reputation in
open-mindedness and innovation, made important contributions to national science
development and exerted a profound impact on the decision making process of the
various government departments concerned. Even with a variety of statistic figures
about outputs of XSSC, and aggregation of various records about those workshops
including lectures, discussions and debates, comments and summaries posted on the
conference web site, few studies have been undertaken toward those records to detect
more hidden information by quantitative methods.

In this paper, a suite of analytical methods is applied to some explorations from
such a knowledge repository where stored active scientists’ understandings, wisdoms
in scientific research at a context of economic and social reforms in China in recent
20 years. Versatile analyses are undertaken, such as visualization of expert opinion
structure, various clustering of contributed opinions, augmented information support
by Web text-mining, various measures about participants’ contribution and roles in
those series workshops, etc. All those analytical tools have been integrated into our
developed group argumentation environment (GAE), which aims to support diver-
gent group process for the emergence of a ba for idea generation and knowledge
creation and provide a variety of perspectives towards the concerned topics by those
conferencing mining techniques.

3.2 Exploitation of XSSC as Group Argumentation

Till now, almost 300 workshops across multiple disciplines and with over 10,000
participants of different ages had been held under the name of XSSC. Due to its fea-
tures in facilitating interdisciplinary discussions, each workshop could be regarded
as a group thinking process toward one or some scientific problems. Some hot topics,
such as brain and consciousness, complexity, etc. have been discussed at many work-
shops. Basic information of each workshop is published at the conference web site
www.xssc.ac.cn. Then people who did not attend the workshop can acquire some in-
formation from related web pages, such as a summary page of each workshop which
includes all primary talks, some typical questions and discussions during the work-
shop together with a list of all participants.
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For the sake of processing, here we consider that a group discussion is composed
by a set of utterance records with a structure as

< topic, participant, utterance, keywordsset, time >

Such a record indicates a participant submits an utterance with a set of keywords
at the time point along a discussing process about the topic. Here topic, participant,
utterance and time can be directly fixed as the event happens, while keywords set,
which are manually selected and assigned to each utterance according the meaning
and context of discussion. For example, the record

<E4 CoData,
xjTang,
Augmented Analytical Exploitation of a Scientific Forum,
{conference mining, Xiangshan Science Conference},
2006-10-24>

indicates that participant xjTang gave a talk Augmented Analytical Exploitation of a
Scientific Forum about the topic E4 CoData on October 24, 2006. Conference mining
and Xiangshan Science Conference are two representative keywords of the utterance.
Keywords are usually indicated clearly together with the abstract by the authors dur-
ing submission to general academic conferences.

Based on such a conceptual model about group discussion, two kinds of matrices
are generated.

1) Frequency matrix
Two frequency matrices Fp and Fu can be acquired. Each element of matrix

Fp denotes the frequency of keyword i referred by participant j during the whole
discussing process. Each element of matrix Fu denotes the frequency of keyword i
referred by the utterance j as shown in Table 3.1. The keywords are articulated as
attributes of participants or utterances.

Given frequency matrix Fu, dual-scaling method is employed to analyze the cor-
respondence relations between utterances and keywords. Proposed by Nishisato, dual
scaling is a multi-variant statistical method that is of similar characteristics with cor-
respondence analysis and exploratory factor analysis [2]. In Table 3.1, each element
in X = (x1, x2, . . . , xm)T refers to the weight of the corresponding keyword while
vector Y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn)T refers to the sum of weighted scores about the cor-
responding utterance. With the principal components for given relations between
keywords and utterances acquired by dual scaling, both the utterances and keywords
can be mapped into 2-dimensional space. As a result, a pair of utterances with more
common keywords may locate closer in the 2-dimention space. Such a process may
also apply to spatially mapping with relations between participants and keywords set
with frequency matrix Fp.

In the computerized support tool, group argumentation environment (GAE), for
group divergent work, an electronic brainstorming room (BAR) is a basic module for
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Table 3.1. Frequency Matrix: Utterance sets and keyword sets
�������X

Y keyword1

x1

keyword2

x2 . . .
keywordm

xm

utterance1 y1 a11 a12 . . .
a1i y1 =

m∑
i=1

a1ixi

utterance2 y2 a21 a22 . . .
a2i y2 =

m∑
i=1

a2ixi

...
...

... . . .
...

...

utterancen yn an1 an2 . . .
ani yn =

m∑
i=1

anixi

(aji denotes the frequency keywordi appeared in the utterancej.)

diverse idea publishing and serves as the virtual space for participants for communi-
cation and information sharing, similar to a general BBS. Besides general functions
as BBS, GAE-BAR provides a visualized area to exhibit the dynamic process of dis-
cussing for one topic using the results of dual scaling method for both frequency
matrices. The results for matrix Fp processed by dual scaling method are displayed
as a common view; while the results for matrix Fu are displayed as a personal view.
Both views serve as a visualized shared memory space where displayed the global
structure of participants’ joint thought about the concerned topic. Moreover, with se-
lected participants or selected utterances, a visualized group thinking map cab be ac-
cessed via a retrospective view. Retrospect analysis in GAE-BAR mainly help users
to “drill down” into the discussing process with visualized snapshots about pieces
of discussion such as selected intervals of discussion or selected participants, and
detect the micro-community forming, which may be useful in understanding about
participants’ thinking structure, story-telling or group thinking context awareness, or
case studies for other problem solving.

Furthermore, based on the spatial relations in common view or personal view,
clustering of keywords or utterances can be done. In GAE-BAR, centroid-based
K-means method is applied to keywords clustering, while KJ method is applied to
utterances grouping.

2) Matrix of Agreement or Discrepancy
The second kind of matrix concerns relationships between participants. If there are
n participants at one period of time in the course, let Uiis the keywords set referred
by the participant i, i = (1, 2, . . . n), then two matrices are acquired:

- Matrix of agreement or similarity, denoted as A1 where a1
ij = |Ui ∩ Uj |. The ele-

ment is number of the keywords shared between participants iand j. Obviously,
a1

ii = |Ui|.
- Matrix of dissimilarity or discrepancy, denoted as A2 where

a2
ij = |(Ui ∩ Ūj)∪ (Ūi ∩Uj)|. The element is the number of different keywords

between two participants iand j. Obviously, a2
ii = 0.
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Both matrices are symmetrical. According to the eigenvector corresponding with the
maximum eigenvalue for each matrix, we get rank of participants which may reflect
participants’ contributions in the course. It is estimated that eigenvector of Matrix
A1 reflects who holds more common concerns in the course, and that of Matrix A2

reflects who is of more diverse perspectives than others. If we pay more attention to
the extent of consensus or agreement, characteristics of Matrix A1 may give some
hints; if we focus on how diverse of ideas in the course, more information could be
acquired from A2. Both measures are firstly discussed in Ref. [3].

Since both matrices are non-negative, in order to ensure the existence of a unique
maximum eigenvalue for each matrix, a small value, eg. 0.001, may be added to each
element and the original non-negative matrix is transformed into a positive matrix.
Such a change can be explained from a practical view. For matrix of agreement,
those participants attending the same discussion of the concerned topic may underlie
that they at least share same interests in the topic. For matrix of discrepancy, each
participant is different, and even a participant himself may change ideas along the
discussing process, then differences always exist even to one participant along a
discussion process.

Such kind of measures may be helpful to selection of appropriate experts for
relevant workshop or even problem solving later. Next, an example is given to show
how those analytical methods are applied to mining of XSSC.

3.3 Augmented Analyses toward Topics on Complexity of XSSC
by View of Group Argumentation

As complex systems and complexity research has becoming very hot since the 21st
century, here we select some workshops, whose principal topics concentrate on com-
plexity or complex system, to study how relevant research has been noticed and un-
dertaken by Chinese scientists. Till May of 2004, seven relevant workshops have
been held as listed in Table 3.2.

Initially the script of group argumentation includes all talks given by 17 selected
scientists, whose group thinking space via common viewer in GAE-BAR is as shown
in Figure 3.1.

The rectangular icon refers to the user ID of participants in the discussing
process, and the oval icon refers to keyword as articulated as attributes of participants.
If the mouse locates at a rectangular, then all utterances given by the correspond-
ing participant are popped up. The more shared keywords between participants, the
higher mutual relevance between them, which is reflected by the distances between
participants in the map. As discussion goes on, the structure of the diagram will
be changing. Then as appended all talks given by those selected scientists who at-
tended the 7th workshop held in May of 2004, a big change happened in the common
view. The final common view is displayed at Figure 3.2(a) which also shows the lay-
out of the client window of GAE-BAR. As to details of functions or framework of
GAE-BAR, please refer Ref. [3, 4]. Figure 3.2(b) shows a retrospective view with 11
selected scientists who are closely located in Figure 3.2(a). Then as indicated in the
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Table 3.2. Topics about Complexity

Workshop No. Title ConveningTime

20 Open Complex Giant System Methodology June 20-23, 1994

29
Theoretical method and some major
Scientific Problems relevant to Natural

March 29-31, 1995

68
Theory and Practice of Open Complex Giant
System Methodology

January 6-9,1997

110
Cybernetics and Revolutions in Science and
Technology

112 Complexity Science March 18-20, 1999

September 17-19, 2002

May 25-27, 2004

190 Complex Systemin Process Engineering

227 System, Control and Complexity Science

December 22-23,1998

UserID

Keyword

Utterance list

Fig 3.1. Original spatial map about “complexity” (6 workshops selected, till 2002)

middle of Figure 3.2(b), another micro community is detected where “control”, “cy-
bernetics” and “artificial intelligence” are foci. Retrospective analysis can also used
by observers as a readily accessible record of the topics when facing similar issues
during problem-solving process.

Next some feature functions of GAE-BAR as shown in Figure 3.2 are addressed.
(1). Recording Original Idea Provider
For all keywords proposed during a discussing process, GAE-BAR can tell users

who firstly propose each keyword, when and how often that keyword is referred later,
as shown in Figure 3.2(c). Such a mechanism is to check the originality of partici-
pants. In her 2-space transformation model, Boden claims the idea as P-creative if
the person in whose mind the idea arises haven’t had it before, no matter how many
others may have had the same idea already [5]. Then the record of original idea
provider is the record of individual’s P-creativity among the discussing group under
the same theme.
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Fig 3.2. Functions of GAE-BAR
(a) Main client window; (b) Retrospective view; (c) Original keyword provider;
(d) Clustering analysis (k =4) with participants; (e) List of a cluster of keywords by (d).

The highest frequency of the referred keywords may indicate the foci of the argu-
mentation. As shown in Figure 3.2(c), two frequently referred keywords are “com-
plex system” (15 times) and “complexity” (9 times). Less referred keywords may
also be noticed by active participants. Such a record then help users aware of those
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which have not been much noticed so far (P-creativity) during the argumentation
process and may change current attention with another interesting idea for further
thinking. For divergent thinking, more ideas as scattered across either the common
view or the personal view at GAE-BAR are always encouraged. The P-creativity
recorder is then a supplement to help users aware of diverse ideas, instead only fo-
cusing those highlighted ones.

(2). Clustering of Utterances/Keywords for Perspective Formatting
Given the records of discussion process, both organizers and participants prefer

somewhat summarization which is helpful to refine divergent thinking results into
something that makes sense and can be dealt with more easily by human experts.
Now two ways are available in GAE-BAR. One is automatic affinity diagramming
(usually referred as KJ method because of its inventor, Kawakita Jiro) which maps
the whole utterance set into 16×16 cells according to their spatial relationship at
the persona view with a 2-dimensional structure. Those utterances which fall into
same cell are regarded as one cluster. Human experts may assign one label to each
cluster themselves by their judgment and discover meaningful groups of ideas from
a raw list.

Another way uses k-means clustering method (k is an assumed number of clus-
ters). Each cluster has a centroid. The keyword which is closest to the centroid of
the affiliated cluster could be regarded as label of the cluster. In our example, as
k = 4, then 4 clusters are generated (see Fig. 3.2(d)). The keyword set of each clus-
ter is as shown in Fig. 3.2(e) where the labels for each cluster are “the origin of
life” (the bottom window), “artificial intelligence” (the second bottom window),

“multi-scale” (the second upper window) and “spiral” (the upper window)
respectively. Then human analysts may give conceptual terms about those clusters
based on machine processing results or join some clusters for meaningful summary.
For example, “complexity of life and brain” could be used as the label for Cluster
“the origin of life” in general. Cluster “spiral” and Cluster “artificial intelligence”
can be merged as one cluster as both stress on “complex systems” and “complexity
science”.

Regarding the corresponding experts with those keyword clusters, expert group-
ing is acquired simultaneously. Moreover, such kind of correspondence provides
some hints about the perspectives and even roles of those related scientists in XSSC.
For example, Cluster “multi-scale” includes keywords such as spatial scale, temporal
scale, micro scale, etc. and could somewhat reflect the knowledge specialty or re-
search perspectives of both experts and as shown in the left of Figure 3.2(d).
This point is in accord with the reality. Similarly, Cluster “the origin of life” may
indicate knowledge specialty of both expert and who are active in the field
of complexity of life and brain. Such an association may be very helpful together
with measures of participation as addressed next.

(3). Measures of participants’ contributions to the discussions
Table 3.3 lists the evaluation of 17 participants’ involvement to the discussion of

the topic of complexity based on agreement and discrepancy matrices.
It is shown that the participant holds highest rank at both agreement and dis-

agreement measures, which may be justified by his active role as one of chairpersons
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Table 3.3. Measures of 17 experts’ participation to complexity related workshops at XSSC

Rank of the top five participants: > > > >

> > > >

Meaning of the indicator:
Expert with higher rank may hold more common
concerns during the brainstorming session

The eigenvector of maximum
eigenvalue of discrepancy matrix:

(0.3075, 0.3288,0.2724, 0.2888,0.1848,0.1882,
0.1905, 0.2184, 0.2381, 0.2594, 0.1630, 0.2679,
0.2347, 0.2229, 0.2464, 0.2557, 0.1813)

Rank of the top five participants:

Meaning of the indicator:

Expert with higher rank may be of more diverse
perspectives during the brainstorming session

(0.0952, 0.5795, 0.0979, 0.3114, 0.0363, 0.0712, 
0.1447, 0.2049, 0.3348, 0.4596, 0.0964, 0.0412,
0.0446, 0.3449, 0.0896, 0.0408, 0.1196)

The eigenvector of maximum
eigen value of agreement matrix: 

or plenary speech contributors among those 7 workshops, which furthermore exposes
his big influence in complex system field in China.

Above indicators of agreement or discrepancy are just one kind of measures.
Higher agreement for one participant may indicate he share more foci than those of
lower ranks. If some participants always follow or response other ideas, his agree-
ment rank may also be higher. At that moment it is better to check original idea
provider (P-creativity recorder) to exclude those followers. The topics and whole
discussing process should be considered when undertaking practical analyses.

3.4 Augmented Information Support for XSSC

Users of GAE-BAR can acquire external information along a discussing process via
any searching engines (such as Google, Baidu, etc.) based on keywords. To help
participants’ concentration on discussion, an augmented information support (AIS)
tool specifically designed for XSSC is implemented based on Web content mining
technologies. AIS-GAE includes four functional modules, web crawler, indexing, au-
tomatic summarization and user interface for searching, to implement general Web
mining tasks. Web crawler collects the web documents given the seed websites and
a defined exploring depth. Different kinds of useful information, such as workshop
report, etc. are extracted from those web documents according to their structure char-
acteristics and stored into a database with the index for each page. User interface is
the entry for people to search the relevant information. Figure 3.3 shows that the
137 Web pages are found and listed below by order of relevance in searching key-
word “complex”. Each item includes the original URL, the sentence with the highest
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Fig 3.3. Main page of user interface of AIS-GAE

relevance rank at the corresponding page referred by URL, the link to abstract of that
page, the link to participants list and the link to related conferences.

The result lists really expose a rough scenario that how Chinese scientists ap-
proach complexity or complex system from different disciplines and how those sci-
entists interact across different disciplines via the platform provided by XSSC. For
example, the theme of workshop indicated by the first item in Figure 3.3 is about
system and control, Item 2 is about complexity in the brain, Item 3 is from the per-
spective of complex system modeling and system engineering practice, and Item 4 is
about a workshop on medical sciences and life, etc.

According to the specific structure of XSSC web page, a list of participants is
extracted from each summary page of one workshop. Then a full list of all partici-
pants is acquired. Therefore besides an abstract of related introduction or overview
of the workshop, a list of participants together with their affiliations is also provided
by AIS-GAE. Figure 3.4 displays the summarization of the original web document
listed as the 3rd item of all 137 results as shown in Figure 3.3. Figure 3.5 shows part
participants of that workshop. Figure 3.6 provides a list of other XSSC workshops at
the same cluster as the referred workshop. Clustering of XSSC Web texts is discussed
at Chapter 9 in this book.

AIS-GAE could provide help for three kinds of people relevant to XSSC, i) the
workshop organizers who can search past relevant workshops information and
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Fig 3.4. Abstract of the original Web page with the searching keyword “complex” highlighted
in red

Fig 3.5. Participant list of a XSSC workshop

Fig 3.6. Related workshops

acquire a whole vision toward XSSC; ii) the reviewers of a workshop application
who can compare with past workshops regarding available similar themes and give
their judgments about necessity and originality of applications; and iii) the invited
participants of a workshop who may prepare their talks with more visions and en-
gage actively during the workshop.

As time goes on, it is natural that the changes in position and even organization
will happen to some participants. Such kind of additional information about partici-
pants will be pushed to the users as they try to search a participant using AIS-GAE.
For example, we type a name such as instead of a general keyword and start
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Fig 3.7. Search a participant by AIS-GAE

Fig 3.8. Push information by AIS-GAE

searching. The searching result is as shown in Fig. 3.7. Here 6 relevant Web pages
are found.

Moreover, as the inputted word is detected as a name based on participants list,
AIS-GAE then pushes relevant information of that participant to the users. Due to
popup blocks, push information may need to be released (see a button of release in
Fig. 3.7). As shown in Fig. 3.8, the popup information includes the latest position
and affiliation of the relevant participant together with all XSSC workshops he has
attended (here, Professor had participated 5 workshops).

Most participants of general XSSC workshops are nominated by workshop presi-
dents and then invited by the XSSC organizers. In spite of a tenet of open-mindedness
and cross disciplines, there still exists a tendency to recommend popular scien-
tists with higher position, better reputation or from famous organizations among
many XSSC workshops. Based on participant list, a human network can then be
constructed by AIS-GAE. In the network, the vertex refers to a participant. If two
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Fig 3.9. Human network composed by participants who simultaneously attend at least twice
workshops (: cutpoints)

participants i and j attend a workshop simultaneously, then there is an edge between
vertex i and vertex j. The strength of the edge is the frequency of co-occurrence
of both participants along all concerned workshops. Fig. 3.9 shows a human activity
network where the strength of the edge is at least greater than 2, which means both
participants sharing one edge had been simultaneously attended those complexity
workshops at least twice.

Here social network analysis is naturally applied to detect some features from
that network. For example, 4 cutpoints are found in Fig. 3.9. Those corresponding
scientists are (middle), (right), (upper) and (left), which reflects
their important roles in the complexity related workshops, such as the former two
scientists had been served as presidents for several times. In consideration of their
academic background, the cutpoint scientists may also be regarded as gatekeeper of
different school about complexity research in China. If combined with those mea-
sures of participations and participants group provided by GAE-BAR, more infor-
mation about participants may be acquired.

3.5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we focus on mining information from a knowledge repository,
Xiangshan Science Conference, a famous scientific forum on frontiers of science
and technology in China. Unlike traditional simple statistics and qualitative evalua-
tion toward conference, here adopted some augmented analytical methods, such as

- Visualized thinking space or structure of a group of scientists toward specified
topics;
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- Various clustering about the workshop discussion for effective summarization;
- Measuring the contributions of participants, which aims to provide more help to

organizers in inviting or selecting participants;
- Augmented information support by Web content mining, especially push informa-

tion about participants;
- Participants network analysis to detect influential scientists or find gatekeepers

about some research streams.

Those versatile methods have been integrated into a computerized tool, group ar-
gumentation environment (GAE), which aims to support divergent group thinking
process for the emergence of a ba for knowledge creation. Here, GAE-BAR and
AIS-GAE may serve as a conference assistant system to help organizers and re-
searchers aware of those ignored information, especially the productive process of
series workshops where burgeoning new disciplines and scientists. Not withstanding
complaints never fade about the low efficiency of group meetings in reality, they are
still feasible and effective ways for communication and information sharing, opin-
ion collection and expert knowledge acquisition. Therefore computerized support
for group work, especially toward the awareness of group working context, are of
continuous research.

With GAE, in-depth studies toward more facets about XSSC may help to expose
more precious information from such a scientific think tank, and then serve as rea-
sons to maintain the scale of those dialogues and facilitate policy making toward
fundamental research in China.

As a matter of course, GAE may be of advantages in supporting small-scale
group argumentation at current stage. With practice of GAE, especially on XSSC,
there emerged new issues which are of in-depth research. For example, about clus-
tering of participants’ ideas, similar with constructing human activity network, a
keyword network can also be constructed where the vertex refers to a keyword, and
if both keyword i and keyword j occur simultaneously in one utterance, then an edge
exists between two vertexes while the weight of the edge refers to the frequency of
co-occurrence of both keywords along all the concerned workshops [6]. With the
community (subgroup) of keywords detected from this network, more perspectives
toward those concerned topics may be acquired together with clustering of keywords
taken in GAE-BAR. Moreover, analysis of structure about those communities (key-
words or participants) detected from either network can be studied, for example using
relevant algorithms proposed by Newman and Girvan [7].

It is worth indicating that all analyses toward XSSC introduced here were un-
dertaken after the finish of those workshops. It is our motivation to apply GAE to
those on-going workshops which may be especially better to facilitate the construc-
tion of a context of show-and-tell for both participants and other interested people
with things to “show” who want to “hear” tell, and for people who give tell to things
shown. Augmented support may facilitate active interactions between participants
by think-and-play and enable productive work for both scientists and organizers.
Then more diverse and visualized association techniques about the discussion topics
will be under further exploration or adopted and integrated into GAE. For example,
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ideas and technologies of chance discovery proposed by Japanese scientists [8] to de-
tect possible networks to show “islands and bridges” (hidden chance) is worth some
synthesizing with current GAE conferencing mining methods. Whatever’s about next
research, our original idea is to explore more structuring approaches toward unstruc-
tured problem solving.
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